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1 Context
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The inherent openness of the participatory
sensing platforms does come with its own
disadvantages. Due to the fact that data
comes from the devices participants and
almost everyone can join the networks.
This, coupled with the regular incentives
(maybe monetary) that are considered for
the participants, lead to inaccurate, or
sometimes falsified, data entering the
network.
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In the case of reputation systems for
participatory sensing, the research,
knowledge gap analysis, and finding
concluded the need and benefits of a
multi-attributed reputation system.
This is due to the fact the on social
systems, which participatory systems
can be categorized in, the trust is not
just a one-dimensional number. This
notion of trust is case-dependent,
activity related, and in addition to the
past behavior of a given node,
depends on current links and the
risk-taking preference of the trusting
node. For this purpose, a conceptual
framework for multi-attributed, timedependent, and activity correlated
reputation system was developed,
based on the social and trust
theories.

Research Problem
In general, the problem of providing
"good" data to users and applications is
an inherently difficult problem which often
depends on the application and data
semantics as well as on the current
context and situation. In many cases, it is
crucial to provide users and applications
not only with the needed but with also an
evaluation indicating how much the data
can be trusted. Therefore a critical
requirement is the ability to assess the
trustworthiness of data so to be able to
discard untrustworthy data, execute
recovery operations to correct data, and
strengthen defense measures.

Developed Model

Fig. 2. Developed framework for multi-attribute reputation in PS

Theoretical Framework
1. A unified definition of PS which
incorporates the innate ambiguity in
data collection and certification
processes.

In this research, we attempt to research
the trust, reputation, and the associated
risk aspect of such systems when it
comes to data collection, selection of
trustworthy data sources, and analysis.
For this, due to it’s well-founded
transaction structure, cyclic feedback
loop, and simplicity of implementation, we
use graph theory, and in particular,
integrity models as our main way of
mapping, calculating, and tracking the
ever-changing dynamics of reputation and
trust in participatory systems.

2. Characteristics of a PS node in
regard to its functions and relations to
other nodes, both in data collection
and trust management. This would be
used for developing a multi-attribute
trust profile for the node.
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Design and implementation
1. Design a conceptual multi-attribute
reputation framework for PS. This
framework should be able to define,
weight, and select the appropriate
reputation attributes (dimensions)
based on the context and application.
2. System design and implementation of
a P2P reputation system for PS, while
considering the previously found
theoretical backgrounds.

3. Mapping the relevant attack and
threats of classic RS in PS and also
designating the new attack models
and their impact that arise with the
adoption of RS systems in PS.
4. Study
and
summarizing
the
requirements, desired functionalities,
and systems design of RS in PS.
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